Best’s Insurance News & Analysis

This comprehensive service offers unlimited access to breaking news, up-to-date analysis, and briefings on the state of the insurance market around the world, from A.M. Best’s unmatched perspective as the only global credit rating organization focused on the insurance industry.

- Make more informed decisions with in-depth research from A.M. Best’s analytical team.
- Keep up with insurance developments with exclusive real-time, daily, weekly and monthly news coverage.
- Receive email alerts about news and rating changes for specific companies.

Your purchase includes:

- Best’s Special Reports, in-depth analytical reports on larger industry issues, with an emphasis on interpreting data and identifying developments and trends
- Best’s Rankings drawn from insurer statement filings, which include data on assets, liabilities, capital and surplus, and other typical balance sheet items
- Best’s Briefings, short reports issued in response to breaking news, emerging issues or important industry developments
- Best’s Journal®, a compendium of insurance research and commentary
- Breaking news every weekday through Best’s News Service
- Weekly global and regulatory news in the BestWeek® newsletters
- News archive dating back to 1993
- Monthly news in Best’s Review® magazine
- BestDay®, online digest, for a recap of the previous day’s news
- Videos and podcasts at http://news.ambest.com
- Company tracking and email notifications via BestAlert® Service

Price: $1,020 print/online content for one year
$920 online content only for one year

Best’s Rankings and Best’s Special Reports are also available for individual purchase.

To order: www.ambest.com/sales/bina
- US/Canada: +1 800 424 2378
- Europe: +44 20 7397 0290
- Asia-Pacific: +852 2827 3400

Advertising opportunities: advertising_sales@ambest.com
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